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Launched in 2016, The Charity Governance Awards is an exciting not-for-profit  
initiative designed to highlight outstanding governance in charities of all sizes.

Great governance is an essential part of achieving impact. And throughout this 
e-book you’ll find practical examples of inspiring governance in action, plus the  
lessons charities learned along the way.

Celebrating our sector
In 2017 charities are under the spotlight like never before. That’s why our awards are 
dedicated to showcasing the good news stories that great governance generates.

We know that effective governance can transform lives. So we hope you’ll join us in 
applauding the boards, trustees, staff and volunteers who make change possible day 
after day.

The Awards are organised by The Clothworkers’ Company in partnership with NPC,
Prospectus and Reach (see page 45 for more information about these organisations).

The Charity Governance Awards 2017 was open for entries from October 2016 until
January 2017. There were seven categories:

 • Board Diversity and Inclusivity • Embracing Digital

 • Embracing Opportunity  • Improving Impact (0–3 staff) 
  and Harnessing Risk

 • Improving Impact (4–25 staff) • Improving Impact (26+ staff)

 • Managing Turnaround

Nearly 100 charities entered and entries were judged in a two-stage process. An  
initial review session produced a longlist, and then the judges produced a shortlist 
during the Judging Day.

Winners were announced at an invite-only drinks reception on 24 May 2017 at
the Clothworkers’ Hall.

Get involved for 2018
The 2017 Charity Governance Awards open early October 2018. We’d love you to be 
a part of it. See www.charitygovernanceawards.co.uk to find out more.

About the Charity Governance Awards
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Welcome to this e-book, which showcases good governance that’s driving outstanding 
work in our sector.

Judging the second annual Charity Governance Awards has been an insightful  
experience. For 2017, nearly 100 charities entered the awards, each with an inspiring 
story about how bold boards and ambitious trustees have shaped charities’ work and 
changed beneficiaries’ lives.

The entries reflected the sheer diversity of today’s charity sector. We were delighted to 
see both large and small organisations getting involved, highlighting causes ranging 
from dementia support to preserving city farms.

Together, the judges worked hard to reduce entries down to a shortlist of three for each 
category. It wasn’t easy, as every charity had something important to offer.

In this e-book you’ll find the judges’ reflections on the winning charities, plus two  
runners-up from each category. We’ve also compiled some key lessons from across  
the entries to share best practice. I hope you’ll find them useful.

Last year The Clothworkers’ Company launched these awards to highlight the  
importance of good governance. We recognised that governance was about more 
than just board meetings – and that with inspirational leadership and unique skills  
trustees could transform a charity’s impact. The wealth of entries we’ve received  
confirms just how true this is.

Thank you to our partners, NPC, Prospectus and Reach, who gave substantial time and 
expertise to deliver and launch the awards. And thank you too, to the charities that 
took the time to enter, the members of The Clothworkers’ Company that performed 
the first round of judging, and the charity professionals that helped us develop the final 
shortlist and identify the winners. 

We know that there are many more charities who have examples of good  
governance. If you’re one of them we hope you’ll consider entering the 2018 awards.

Entry is open from early October 2017 until early January 2018. You can enter online for 
free via www.charitygovernanceawards.co.uk.

Best wishes,
Michael Howell - Chair, Trusteeship Committee, The Clothworkers’ Company

Introduction
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Shortlisted charities

The winners of each category are identified by their shaded background.

  Board Diversity and Inclusivity

 • George House Trust – Works with anyone affected by HIV to provide compassionate, 
  non-judgmental and experienced support. 

 • MindOut – Mental health service run by and for lesbians, gay men, bisexual and 
  transgender people in Brighton and Hove.

 • Voluntary Arts – Provides a universal voice for the 63,000 voluntary arts groups around 
  the UK and Republic of Ireland.

  Embracing Digital

 • Asthma UK – Fights asthma by funding world-class research, campaigns to improve 
  quality of care and provides expert advice and support.  

 • Raise the Roof Kenya – Works under a rare partnership with the Kenyan government, 
  communities and local organisations to establish projects with the aim of being Kenyan 
  managed and sustained.  

 • Royal Opera House – Seeks to develop audiences across the UK and to break new 
  ground in the presentation of lyric theatre.  
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Shortlisted charities

  Embracing Opportunity and Harnessing Risk

 • Body & Soul – Provides a transformational community to people of all ages who have
   had adverse childhood experiences.  

 • Changing Futures North East – A family charity giving people the stability and  
  self-esteem to set and achieve their goals and live happier, more fulfilled lives.  

 • Winner – (which is the name of the) Preston Road Women’s Centre offers a range of 
  services and activities under one roof for women and children experiencing trauma 
  and disadvantage.  

  Improving Impact (0 – 3 staff)

 • Green’s Windmill Trust – Operates Green’s Windmill, a fully restored and working 
  19th-century tower mill.  

 • INSPIRE Foundation – Small specialist charity which raises funds and awareness for 
  quality of life issues for those who have suffered spinal cord injuries (SCI).  

 • St. Peters Community Wellbeing Projects – User-led grassroots voluntary organisation 
  providing support to the most disadvantaged people, particularly (BAME) women 
  and their families, in East London. 
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Shortlisted charities

  Improving Impact (4 - 25 staff)

 • FutureVersity – FutureVersity’s Vacation Education programme tackles educational in
  equality by providing purposeful activities for vulnerable young people in school holidays.  

 • Key4Life – Reduces youth re-offending in the UK through an innovative rehabilitation 
  programme for young men in prison, and a preventative early-intervention programme 
  to those at risk of prison.  

 • Prisoners’ Education Trust – Provides prisoners with access to over 200 distance 
  learning courses and related advice and guidance, enabling them to lead more 
  fulfilling lives and to contribute positively to society on release.  

  Improving Impact (26+ staff)

 • St John of Jerusalem Eye Hospital – The only charitable provider of expert eye care in 
  the West Bank, Gaza and East Jerusalem, treating patients regardless of ethnicity, 
  religion or ability to pay.  

 • Step by Step – Delivers highly effective outcomes for young people experiencing, or at 
  risk of, homelessness.  

 • Treloar Trust – charity which provides life-changing high quality education to young 
  people with physical disabilities.  

  Managing Turnaround

 • Dementia UK – Provides specialist dementia support through senior, management-
  level Admiral Nurses, working together with families to offer one-to-one support, 
  expert guidance and practical solutions.  

 • Kentish Town City Farm – A working farm and open-access green space occupying 
  five acres at the centre of six housing estates in Central London.  

 • Off the Record (Bristol) – Provides a mental health service and is a movement for 
  children and young people aged 11–25 resident in Bristol and South Gloucestershire. 
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  Winner:     Voluntary Arts

Who they are
Voluntary Arts provides a  
universal voice for the 63,000  
voluntary arts groups involved in 
creative cultural activities around 
the UK and Republic of Ireland.
 
What they’ve achieved
To fulfil its role Voluntary Arts needs 
to connect with a diverse range of 
creative communities across the 
country. Yet, like many arts  
organisations, it became  
concerned by the lack of diversity 
of its trustees, staff and beneficiaries.

In 2015, the organisation invested in expert support, recruiting diverse volunteers and 
forming a Black, Asian and Minority Ethnic (BAME) Advisory Panel. Voluntary Arts  
created specific plans for each of its regions and by July 2016 four members of the 
Panel had joined the board.

Voluntary Arts is able to clearly evidence diversity on its board – across different  
locations, skills, art forms and demographics. This approach is actively impacting on 
the way the organisation works and how it includes different voices.

The board has shown leadership by making a strategic decision to address diversity 
and following through on its mission. The judges felt that the charity’s success clearly 
represents a “quantum leap” – which has had a clear impact on the organisation.

Category: Board Diversity and Inclusivity
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Category: Board Diversity and Inclusivity

Why they’re a winner 
The BAME Advisory Panel’s innovative approach to meetings, incorporating a shared 
meal, encourages full participation and engagement. The judges were struck by how 
unusual and unconventional this approach is, and how well it works for the charity.

There’s also a clear connection between this model and the organisation’s asset-
based approach to the arts, built on participants’ existing skills and activities. This 
demonstrates a clear strategic thread between the charity’s work and its governance. 

Voluntary Arts is now in a position to use its experience to support other arts  
organisations to achieve more diverse boards. The fact that other organisations have 
shown an interest in replicating its model speaks volumes.

www.voluntaryarts.org

 Winner: Voluntary Arts
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Category: Board Diversity and Inclusivity

  Runners up     George House Trust

George House Trust has succeeded in putting service users at the heart of its  
governance. It’s clear that inclusion is part of the makeup of this organisation both in 
its membership structure and commitment to engagement.

The charity’s recruitment processes and induction demonstrate good practice in 
supporting diversity and inclusion. The judges commented on how well the charity 
had “a sense of who its service users were” and complimented its trustee preparation 
programme that supports service users in becoming more involved in the  
organisation’s governance.

George House Trust is using its trustees’ experiences and knowledge of HIV services to 
inform and give insight into decision-making and using its board appraisal process to 
improve and develop inclusion and support.

www.ght.org.uk
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Category: Board Diversity and Inclusivity

  Runners up     MindOut

MindOut is a charity run by and for lesbians, gay men, bisexual, trans and queer  
(LGBTQ) people with a lived experience of mental health issues.

The charity has achieved and evidenced a strongly diverse board, within the remit  
of the organisation. It has created a “safe space” for inclusion that reflects the  
charity’s practice and user groups, and that acknowledges the role of  
intersectionality in diversity.

MindOut has clearly implemented 
very good practice in its approach  
to board diversity, including open  
recruitment, training, buddying,  
audits and team building. The  
judges also thought the Equality and 
Diversity Panel was a strength. 

The board has increased trustees’ 
confidence and impact by making 
changes that improve the way  
information is presented, for example, 
simplifying management accounts.

MindOut’s service users feel services are more accessible and supportive after an 
increase in Black and Minority Ethnic representation at board level. Marginalised  
people have a space and a voice in MindOut’s services – and this is equally true of 
the board.

www.mindout.org.uk
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Key lessons for charities

1. Taking a strategic approach to diversity, and making a commitment to seeing  
 decisions through to the end, will boost impact.

2. Try something new. Trialling new ways of working, and being willing to do things 
 differently, can increase inclusion.

3. Get the basics right. Good governance practices, like buddying, training, and 
 open recruitment, play an important role in supporting diversity and inclusion.

4. Get the whole board on-side. Make sure taking action on diversity isn’t just left to 
 the chair. Every board member needs to understand why inclusion counts, and 
 how to take steps to achieve it.

5. Recognise the diversity of your organisation. Effective practice relies on 
 understanding the diversity among your charity’s beneficiaries and stakeholders, 
 and grounding efforts to improve equality in the organisation’s mission.
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  Winner:     Asthma UK

Who they are
Asthma UK fights asthma by funding world-class research, campaigning to improve 
quality of care and providing expert advice and support. 

What they’ve achieved
Asthma UK has a clear digital strategy that’s transformed how it offers personalised 
advice online, increasing the charity’s reach and establishing it as a leader in digital 
health thought leadership, research and fundraising.

Since launching its digital strategy, Asthma UK has helped 68% more people with their 
asthma, reduced the cost of attracting supporters by 90% and encouraged 2,000 
parents of children with asthma to get support.

The board has embraced digital by embedding the right knowledge and skills at 
governance level. This includes recruiting trustees with a digital background in the 
private and public sectors and up-skilling board members with “know what you don’t 
know” sessions. It’s also appointed and empowered a new CEO and senior team 
members with the remit, skills and experience to deliver digital change.

The charity’s finance and audit 
committees have extended 
their briefs to include digital risk. 
Meanwhile, the board have 
approved innovation funding for 
“test and learn” approaches in 
new digital fields, while accept-
ing not everything will be suc-
cessful.

 

Category: Embracing Digital
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Category: Embracing Digital

Why they’re a winner
The digital strategy is clear and embedded in every strand of the organisation’s work. 
The board took part in organisational working groups and invited staff to present at 
board meetings on digital projects.

The judges were inspired by how the board has embedded digital from the top down 
and fostered a risk-positive and experimental mentality normally associated with 
start-ups.

Following this digital success the board hasn’t lost momentum. They’re reviewing  
opportunities for partnerships and collaboration to enhance their reach and impact 
for the ultimate benefit of their beneficiaries.

www.asthma.org.uk 

 Winner: Asthma UK
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Category: Embracing Digital

  Runners up     Raise the Roof Kenya (RTR)

At RTR digital has a clear impact not just on governance – people at a grassroots 

level also benefit from digital engagement.

The organisation has embedded digital platforms including WhatsApp, appear.in, 
Basecamp and Twitter across its work. This move has generated financial savings and 
the opportunity to expand and enhance RTR projects.

RTR believes that the use of digital 
has revitalised governance by giving 
local teams greater representation 
at board level. The judges were  
incredibly impressed by how the 
board embraced digital through the 
use of Digital Champions to up-skill 
board members with Skype and  
one-to-one sessions. It has also  
engaged a digital technology  
specialist. The judges felt the  
cohesive use of off-the-shelf digital 
platforms was inspirational.

www.raisetheroofkenya.com

http://www.family-action.org.uk
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Category: Embracing Digital

  Runners up      Royal Opera House

Through a revised technology strategy implemented by the board of trustees in 2016, 
the Royal Opera House has challenged itself to be a digital leader in the arts sector. 
It’s worked hard to engage new audiences, create fresh experiences and generate 
engaging content.

This has included experimenting with virtual reality, the charity’s first 24-hour live 
stream on Facebook Live and using online videos to deliver a creative challenge to 
schools to introduce professional dance into the classroom.

The judges were particularly impressed with how the board has clearly embraced 
digital and challenged the executive team to push boundaries across the  
organisation. It has recruited new trustees to enhance digital skills at a governance 
level and recognised the key role digital will continue to play in breaking new ground 
and engaging new audiences.

www.roh.org.uk 
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Key lessons for charities

1. Begin with the board. Ensure you have digital skills and experience at a 
 governance level to make the best use of available technology. This can include 
 recruiting new trustees and up-skilling existing board members with digital skills.

2. Be risk-positive. Be prepared to take calculated risks when experimenting with 
 digital. Risk should always be managed and is a powerful tool for learning and 
 development.

3. Think budget. Digital doesn’t have to be expensive. In fact, it can offer you a 
 cost-effective and powerful tool to engage audiences at scale through a variety 
 of mediums – from social media to virtual reality.
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  Winner:     Preston Road Women’s Centre 

Who they are
WINNER, (which is the name of) the Preston Road Women’s Centre offers a range of 
services and activities under one roof for women and children experiencing trauma 
and disadvantage.

What they’ve achieved
Through the inclusion, involvement and engagement of service users, Preston  
Women’s Centre recognised the need for safe, high quality accommodation for 
women escaping domestic abuse.

Working with the local authority, the charity got involved in the government’s Empty 
Homes Partnership – an initiative designed to put derelict properties to good use. As 
part of the programme, staff at Preston Road Women’s Centre agreed to source,  
acquire and refurbish each property to make sure it met the needs of its service users.

The judges described the board as the “muscle group” within the organisation. They 
built a solid business case for the initiative, and ensured effective financial oversight so 
it could fully embrace this transformational opportunity.

The success it has achieved is 
clear. National statistics show that 
on average women return to 
abusive relationships seven times. 
Thanks to the accommodation 
and support it offers, Preston 
Road Women’s Centre  
empowers more women to make 
the break first time.

Category: Embracing Opportunity and Harnessing Risk
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Category: Embracing Opportunity and Harnessing Risk

Why they’re a winner 
The board remained “on mission” while making bold decisions and changing the 
structure and operation of the organisation.

They displayed a deep involvement and valuable engagement throughout the  
process, evidenced by the appointment of a board champion to deliver advice and 
internal consultancy to staff members. This ensured that staff were able to harness 
risks and use their strengths and experience to push to a sustainable future while  
retaining existing values.

Through their efforts the board and staff have 
transformed Preston Road Women’s Centre. 
The organisation has delivered incredible  
impact, and successfully created a fresh 
model while making it sustainable and taking 
on the new challenge of property  
management.

Judges agree that the scale of what it has 
achieved is incredible.

www.purplehouse.co.uk 

 Winner: Preston Road Women’s Centre 

http://www.robertthompsoncharities.co.uk
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Category: Embracing Opportunity and Harnessing Risk

  Runners up     Body & Soul

Through exploration and research, Body & Soul recognised an opportunity to change 
its focus from primarily working with young people living with HIV, to supporting a new 
group of beneficiaries. 

This move meant repositioning its mission and seizing the opportunity to add extra 
value to its community.

The judges recognised how Body & Soul expanded its expertise and services first to 
adopted children, and then to young people who had attempted suicide.

The board, a third of whom are members of the organisation, displayed strong  
governance, understanding and communication throughout this process. By  
recruiting trustees and senior management team with communications expertise,  
it ensured this approach was a success.

www.bodyandsoulcharity.org
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Category: Embracing Opportunity and Harnessing Risk

  Runners up     Changing Futures North East

Through the efforts of a participative board, Changing Futures was successful in  
shifting its organisational lens to work with separated families through the Department 
of Work and Pensions’ Innovation Fund.

Before its successful bid, the board led discussions and debates to analyse the risk 
and benefits and to ensure the change would fit with its mission and strategic plan. By 
devising a sub-group of board members, it was able to challenge assumptions and 
support and engage with service users to successfully identify their needs.

This work has had a positive 
impact. A recent independent 
evaluation showed substantial 
improvements in parenting 
alliance, for a statistically  
significant number of people, 
seven months after the project 
finished.

www.changingfuturesne.co.uk 
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Key lessons for charities

1. Understand risks. Harnessing risks means organisations can more effectively 
 transform and drive change to improve impact.

2. Boards matter. Boards can add value, insight and guidance on new projects by 
 using expertise that may not already be available in other parts of the organisation.

3. Build powerful relationships. Strong relationships between the board, staff and 
 service users mean organisations can work effectively to achieve the charity’s vision.

4. Be bold – and true to your values. All the winning entries displayed good 
 governance by staying on mission while making bold decisions.
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  Winner:     St Peters Community Wellbeing Projects

Who they are
St Peters Community Wellbeing Projects is a user-led, grassroots charity supporting 
some of the most disadvantaged people in the Bethnal Green area of Tower Hamlets 
and Hackney, particularly BAME women, their families and the elderly.

To achieve its aims the charity organises free activities including exercise classes,  
information communication technology sessions, healthy cooking clubs and  
community gardening therapy. Community volunteers are central to delivering each 
session. 

The judges felt that the charity’s model is well thought through and is driven by a  
mission to achieve impact for the community.
 

Category: Improving Impact: 0–3 Staff
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Category: Improving Impact: 0–3 Staff

What they’ve achieved
The panel were particularly impressed by the charity’s impact-driven governance 
culture. St Peters Community Wellbeing Projects can demonstrate evidence of  
improved physical and mental health, social wellbeing and community cohesion 
among service users.

It has shown that 92% of elderly or vulnerable BAME women have reported a  
reduction in isolation and loneliness, plus increased community participation, after 
attending drop-in activities. The charity also highlights a dramatic increase in people 
self-reporting that they are actively applying for higher education after Study Support 
Classes.

Trustees have created a Users’ Steering 
Group, made up of community service 
users and volunteers, who meet regularly 
to suggest improvements to the  
organisation. And after feedback 
showed that volunteering had a positive 
impact on confidence, satisfaction and  
engagement, the board introduced  
volunteering opportunities into every 
activity.

Why they’re a winner
It’s clear that St Peters Community Wellbeing Projects sees governance as crucial to 
achieving impact, harnessing smart use of available resources and achieving  
sustainability.

The board have made a clear commitment to receiving effective feedback from 
service users, and made changes to activities as a result. Judges were also very  
impressed by the charity’s attitude to collaboration.

For the judges, this “can do” attitude to measuring impact, and use of user feedback, 
really set St Peters Community Wellbeing Projects apart.

 Winner: St Peters Community Wellbeing Projects
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Category: Improving Impact: 0–3 Staff

  Runners up     Green’s Windmill Trust

Green’s Windmill Trust operates Green’s Windmill, a fully restored and working 19th 
century tower mill in Nottingham. After facing threats of closure in 2012, the Trust “spun 
out” from the local authority, and trustees took on the responsibility of ensuring it  
continued to offer a free resource to the community.

In a short space of time it has increased the organisation’s impact significantly, while 
understanding the importance of local partnerships to harnessing community assets.

The Trust has increased footfall and educational impact, inspiring future generations 
on subjects related to the site, including science, maths, heritage, art and the  
environment. It has grown its impact in the community by engaging with new  
audiences through partnerships with schools, colleges and universities.

www.greensmill.org.uk
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Category: Improving Impact: 0–3 Staff

  Runners up     INSPIRE Foundation

The INSPIRE Foundation is a small 
specialist charity which raises 
awareness and funds research 
into quality of life issues for  
people who have suffered  
spinal cord injuries (SCI). Its  
areas of interest are mobility, 
hand function, bladder and 
bowel control, pressure sores 
and sexual function after SCI.

The judges were impressed by the charity’s awareness of the board’s role and its  
responsibility for the charity’s impact. Trustees recognised that the board and the  
separate National Scientific Committee were not working well together and that  
opportunities had been missed. So, the charity was restructured and is now  
better-placed to create a significant impact.

The charity’s User Committee, a decentralised group of spinal cord injured  
members who offer their views to potential future projects, showcases a desire to 
increase impact through feedback, which the judges were impressed by. With seven 
research projects currently running, plus more proposals in the pipeline, the charity’s 
impact is clear.

www.inspire-foundation.org.uk 

http://www.nationallobsterhatchery.co.uk
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Key lessons for charities

1. Impact matters. Good governance means making sure your organisation is 
 achieving impact. To make the right decisions, trustees should support staff and 
 volunteers to measure their impact. Small organisations don’t need to measure 
 everything, but putting in place just a few simple measures, and being specific 
 about your aims, will help make best use of resource. 

2. Keep governance separate. In small charities trustees often perform operational 
 roles. But it’s important to keep the work distinct from governance roles like keeping 
 track of financial health, reviewing progress, reflecting on impact and setting  
 strategy. 

3. Community counts. Impact can be increased by strong community partnerships, 
 and trustees have an opportunity to actively facilitate and strengthen these 
 relationships. 

4. Source diverse skills. Small charities often find it difficult to attract diverse skills to 
 their boards. But by consulting widely, they can draw on the learning and expertise 
 of other organisations and researchers in the community.
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  Winner:     Prisoners’ Education Trust (PET)

Who they are
PET provides men and women in prison with access to over 200 distance learning 
courses and related advice and guidance, enabling them to lead more fulfilling lives 
and to contribute positively to society on release. As well as providing distance  
learning, PET also champions prison education and informs the public, parliament and 
the media about the benefits of rehabilitation through learning.

What they’ve achieved
Prisoners’ Education Trust impressed the panel with the clear evidence of its  
increased impact – not only from programmes but also from policy work.

From 2013 to 2016, as part of a three-year strategy, PET provided distance learning 
courses, advice and guidance to 8,570 prisoners – a 40% increase across the period. 
PET submitted data to the Ministry of Justice’s Justice Data Lab which provided high 
quality evidence on how distance learning reduces re-offending by over a quarter.

On the policy side, PET’s chair leads 
the Prisoner Learning Alliance (PLA). 
Founded by PET, the PLA is an  
alliance of 23 organisations which 
all believe in the rehabilitative role 
of education in prisons. PLA  
provided a briefing document on 
prison education to MPs and its 
chair participated in the recent 
Coates review of prison education. 
80% of recommendations made by 
the PLA are reflected in the review’s 
recommendations.

Category: Improving Impact: 4–25 Staff
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Category: Improving Impact: 4–25 Staff

Why they’re a winner
The board and executive of Prisoners’ Education Trust are committed to learning from 
evidence and using it to inform decisions to improve impact.

They understand the need to build an evidence base to inform future decisions and 
continue to resource this area. The board also displays good practice through  
regular skills audits and they plan to bring more expert voices to the board, including 
an ex-prisoner learner.

www.prisonerseducation.org.uk 

 Winner: Prisoners’ Education Trust (PET)
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Category: Improving Impact: 4–25 Staff

  Runners up     FutureVersity

FutureVersity is a youth education charity based in Tower Hamlets which runs free 
courses for young people across London to tackle educational inequality. Over the 
past 20 years the charity has supported over 160,000 young people.

The charity has recently reviewed and streamlined what it delivers. Having agreed a 
strategic objective to improve social mobility for young people from disadvantaged 
backgrounds the board has reduced the number of activities and focused on  
developing its Vacation Education programme.

The pilot involved 75 young people across three centres, who worked with 70  
volunteers. 76% of participants completed the whole course and 94% said what they 
had learned would impact positively on their return to school.

The panel was impressed by how the 
board has supported identifying  
improvements in governance to  
create the new strategy. The focus 
on using data to improve and prove 
impact has helped set the charity 
apart and has brought in new funders, 
leading to a much improved financial 
position.

www.ve.futureversity.org 
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Category: Improving Impact: 4–25 Staff

  Runners up     Key4Life

Key4Life’s mission is to reduce youth re-offending in the UK through the delivery of a 
rehabilitation programme to young men in prison and a preventative early- 
intervention programme to those at risk of prison. It works with young people aged 
18–25 – some of the hardest to reach people in society.

The panel was impressed by the board and staff’s commitment to research and  
evaluation informing the delivery of programmes with monitoring and evaluation 
conducted by external consultants.

In 2013 it was identified that the mentoring programme was not delivering as well as it 
could. This was due to a lack of clarity on the mentors’ role and weaknesses in training. 
Board members drew on their own professional expertise to assist – and as a result  
mentoring training was revised and a new and improved programme put in place.

Key4Life believes that its mentors have played a substantial role in increasing  
participants’ ability to deal with emotions and their attitudes to work. A year on from 
the changes, 63% of participants are in employment, and only 16% have re-offended, 
compared to a national re-offending rate of 74%.

www.key4life.org.uk
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Key lessons for charities

1. Focus on impact. The board and chief executive must be focused on the charity’s 
 mission first and foremost and not just growth for growth’s sake. The shortlisted 
 charities in this group are highly focused and in one case cut down on activities 
 that were not delivering the required impact.

2. Harness data. Many charities are now familiar with using a theory of change to 
 understand the difference that they would like to make and collecting data to 
 prove it. The next step is to use the data to inform the programme being delivered. 
 The shortlisted entries could all show how data is used to prove and improve  
 delivery.

3. Use trustees’ skills. Correct board composition is important and the skills of board 
 members should be utilised. Quite often judges hear how a board has the 
 necessary skills – but if trustees do not have the time or desire to engage then 
 these skills are redundant. The shortlisted charities have highly engaged boards 
 which have contributed specialist advice when required.
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  Winner:     Step by Step

Who they are
Step by Step works with young people experiencing, or at risk of, homelessness. The 
charity’s model of support includes not only a roof over a young person’s head, but 
specialised services tailored to meet their needs.

What they’ve achieved
Five years ago Step by Step was a locally-focused charity based in Aldershot.  
Supported by an ambitious board, it made the decision to expand from its base and 
serve young people across five counties. This growth strategy has enabled it to help 
many more people – since 2011 the number of beneficiaries has risen by 450%.
Feedback from commissioners is positive, leading to contract extensions and  
encouragement to put forward innovative proposals. More personally, letters and 
feedback from clients and family members also confirm direct impact.

In addition, Step by Step’s board commissioned a Social Return on Investment  
Impact report which highlights a social return of £5.60 for every pound invested.

Category: Improving Impact: 26+ Staff
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Category: Improving Impact: 26+ Staff

Why they’re a winner
The board energetically supported the executive team throughout the growth  
process. It also invites young clients to attend board meetings, so trustees can hear 
their views on the service and where they would like to see improvement. Trustees 
regularly visit sites and meet clients.

The judges say that the mix of qualitative and quantitative impact data the charity 
generates, together with its regular client contact, is hard to fault.

To support growth for the future, despite reduction in government spending, the 
board has appointed experts who can revise the funding model if required. With this 
in mind, it’s definitely not afraid to meet the challenges anticipated in the coming 
years.

This positive ambition and  
aspiration, together with an  
evidence-based approach 
and clear role for governance, 
will ensure sustainable progress. 

www.stepbystep.org.uk 

 Winner: Step by Step
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Category: Improving Impact: 26+ Staff

  Runners up     St John of Jerusalem Eye Hospital Group

St John of Jerusalem Eye Hospital Group (SJEHG) provides expert eye care in the 
West Bank, Gaza and East Jerusalem. It treats patients regardless of ethnicity, religion 
or means. In 2015 it treated around 128,000 patients, and carried out 4,300 surgeries.
In recent years SJEHG has increased surgical capacity in Jerusalem, and opened 
new premises in Hebron and Gaza. Consequently there has been a steady increase 
in patients treated and operations undertaken. Providing a second vehicle upped 
the reach of the Mobile Outreach Programme by 50%, to 16,700 people. 

Meanwhile, the charity has developed a Diabetic Retinopathy Screening  
Programme, which has screened 44,500 patients. Gaza is not an easy place in  
which to operate – but the charity’s persistence and contacts have enabled them to 
obtain the necessary permits and access. The sheer volume of contact is impressive 
in such difficult places.

The judges were impressed by the 
trustees’ leverage of international 
contacts to support their  
development and improvement – 
for instance through external  
audits. The board is actively  
involved, through sub-committees, 
in driving improvements in care 
and reach. 

www.stjohneyehospital.org 
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Category: Improving Impact: 26+ Staff

  Runners up     Treloar Trust

Treloar Trust provides high quality education to young people with physical disabilities 
– allowing them to take control of their lives and realise their potential. It runs a  
special school for students aged 2–19, and a specialist college of further education 
for students aged 16–25.

In 2011 Treloar’s had a major set-back: a negative report on clinical compliance from 
the Care Quality Commission (CQC) which led to a less-than-positive judgement 
from Ofsted.

The board acted swiftly – immediately addressing the regulators’ concerns. It made 
personnel changes, put an immediate improvement plan in place and encouraged 
staff to visit and learn from other organisations. Sub-committees were formed to  
oversee this process.

By 2016, CQC rated the college as “good”, Ofsted as “outstanding”, and student 
numbers have increased by 50%.

Today trustees scrutinise quality, activity, 
capability and financial security through 
Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) to ensure 
impact is maintained. According to Ofsted, 
trustees and governors are “fervent and 
proactive in improving the life chances of 
students”.

The judges were impressed by the ability of 
the board to learn from major challenges, 
and make the necessary changes to  
address criticisms. 

www.treloar.org.uk
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Key lessons for charities

1. Be clear on impact. When reporting impact (whether it’s for funders or an award 
 like this) charities should be clear on the change that’s being achieved. Cite 
 existing research evidence where appropriate.

2. Show a sense of scale. When reporting impact show how many people are being 
 helped, and in what ways. How is this changing over time?

3. Provide credible evidence. How robust is the evidence for the change your charity 
 has created? Is it externally evaluated, or rigorously assessed in other ways? 

4. Tell a story. The mantra “no numbers without stories, no stories without numbers” still 
 holds true! Show the evidence with some examples that reveal the human 
 impact of what you do. Context is crucial – scan the environment and look out for 
 new trends, challenges and opportunities. 

5. Avoid jargon. Remember that people outside your sector might not understand 
 jargon and acronyms. Don’t assume the reader will know what you mean – try and 
 use plain English where possible.
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  Winner:     Off the Record (Bristol)

Who they are
Off the Record (Bristol) is a mental health service and movement for children and 
young people aged 11–25 resident in Bristol and South Gloucestershire.

What they’ve achieved
Off the Record faced a large number of challenges. The commissioning landscape in 
which it operated was changing fast, towards a more commercial market. 

On examination, OTR found a 
slew of issues, including lack of 
strategic direction, overdepend-
ence on a local authority grant 
and a failure to measure impact.

It needed to take stock and 
step up. So the board, together 
with a new chief executive, led 
the charity through a root and 
branch strategic review. They 
rethought the charity’s purpose, 
from a counselling service for 
young people to a mental health 
service for the same audience.

This enabled Off the Record to diversify its activities, increase impact, grow income 
and develop a more progressive culture.

Off the Record’s turnaround has been impressive. Income has increased by 1,500%, 
and the number of young people accessing the service has risen more than tenfold. 
The charity has expanded the range of services it offers and developed new  
partnerships. At the same time it has strengthened user participation, including  
establishing a shadow board.

Category: Managing Turnaround
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Category: Managing Turnaround

Why they’re a winner
Off the Record (OTR) has reinvigorated the charity around a renewed sense of  
purpose. The board and senior leadership team has achieved phenomenal growth 
and developed a stronger focus on user needs and participation. 

This is illustrated by the enhanced involvement of children and young people through 
the new shadow board, demonstrating how OTR truly values the voice and opinions 
of beneficiaries.

The judges felt that Off the Record is a great example of a learning organisation. The 
board’s own “critical introspection” shows it’s willing to consider its own performance, 
refocus efforts and take corrective action where needed.

OTR staff share learning by teaching at several universities, such as Exeter, Bristol and the 
University of West England. The charity has demonstrated how managing turnaround is 
not just about income, it’s also about building the spirit of an organisation. 

www.otrbristol.org.uk

 Winner: Off the Record (Bristol)
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Category: Managing Turnaround

  Runners up     Dementia UK 

In 2013, Dementia UK faced significant problems including a large financial loss, low 
morale among executives and lack of a coherent strategy.

The organisation took swift, decisive action. A new board was appointed with  
appropriate expertise who refocused the charity’s mission and strategy on one core 
activity: providing specialist Admiral Nurses.

All activities not essential to achieving Dementia UK’s mission were eliminated and 
a new organisational structure was put in place. These critical actions resulted in an 
impressive turnaround reflected in growth in service provision, improved finances and 
an increase in staff morale.

The judges felt the Dementia UK 
board demonstrated effective  
leadership by focusing on core  
provision. As a result the organisation 
is much more purposeful and able  
to play a major role in a UK-wide 
problem. In the process of the  
turnaround the board also  
deepened their skill base and the 
organisation was able to increase its 
impact. 

www.dementiauk.org 
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Category: Managing Turnaround

  Runners up     Kentish Town City Farm 

In 2013 Kentish Town City Farm found itself in dire circumstances – the organisation 
was heavily reliant on one funder, who cut funding by 40%.

At the same time more than half the board, including the chair, stood down,  
leaving the charity without leadership. Staff considered closing down, but the  
remaining board members decided to work together to try and save the City Farm.

Kentish Town City Farm made an impressive turnaround within 18 months. It has  
successfully reversed its financial position and diversified its income streams, almost 
doubling earned income. It has written a five year business plan, strengthened  
relationships with key partners and developed new programmes.

The turnaround demonstrates how an effective 
board can support charities through even an 
apparently hopeless situation. By harnessing 
the strengths of those who remained with the 
charity, and taking full advantage of free  
support provided by other organisations, it 
made an impressive turnaround in a relatively 
short space of time.

The board demonstrated an “all in it together” 
culture by providing sound leadership and  
strategic vision, while also taking on active, 
hands-on roles when needed. The board 
stressed the importance of recognising the  
difference between the two different roles, 
which the judges felt was a great learning 
point. 

www.ktcityfarm.org.uk 
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Key lessons for charities

1. Get to the heart of the problem. Re-discover why your charity exists and how you 
 can deliver impact to your core beneficiaries. Turnarounds are fuelled by a 
 renewed sense of purpose.

2. Provide the right leadership. Different challenges and different types of 
 organisation need different kinds of leadership to effect a turnaround.

3. Things change fast. Remember that dramatic changes either inside or outside your 
 charity can take place in a short amount of time. 

4. Face up to challenges. Board members need to find the courage to face 
 challenges and see them through. Remember, if the board supports each other 
 then amazing things are possible.
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Resources

There are a number of governance resources available:

The essential trustee: what you need to know, what you need to do
The Charity Commission’s free guide for all trustees in England and Wales.

www.gov.uk/government/publications/the-essential-trustee-what-you-need-to-know-cc3

Guidance and good practice for Charity Trustees
The Scottish Charity Regulator (OSCR)’s free guide to being a trustee in Scotland. 

www.oscr.org.uk/charities/guidance/guidance-and-good-practice-for-charity-trustees 

Running your charity guidance
The Charity Commission for Northern Ireland’s free guide for trustees. 

www.charitycommissionni.org.uk/charity-essentials/running-your-charity-guidance 

Good Governance: a Code for the Voluntary and Community Sector 
Developed by a number of sector bodies, the Code is a free framework to support good 
governance within your charity. 

www.governancecode.org/

Governance resources from NCVO Knowhow Nonprofit 
NCVO Knowhow Nonprofit is a web portal that offers free advice and support for voluntary 
organisations and it has a section on governance. 

knowhownonprofit.org/leadership/governance 

Guidance on governance and being a trustee from Reach
Reach, the volunteer matching charity and Award partner, offers lots of free guidance to  
trustees, charities and boards in its Knowledge Centre.

reachskills.org.uk/knowledge-centre 

Governance support from NPC
NPC, the charity think tank and consultancy and Award partner, has a number of  
publications, blogs and events that touch on governance on its website. 

www.thinknpc.org/publications/ 

ICSA: The Governance Institute
The ICSA is a non-profit institute that offers publications, advice and qualifications in charity 
governance. 

www.icsa.org.uk/knowledge/charity-resources

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/the-essential-trustee-what-you-need-to-know-cc3
http://www.oscr.org.uk/charities/guidance/guidance-and-good-practice-for-charity-trustees
http://www.charitycommissionni.org.uk/charity-essentials/running-your-charity-guidance
http://www.governancecode.org/
https://knowhownonprofit.org/leadership/governance
https://reachskills.org.uk/knowledge-centre
http://www.thinknpc.org/publications/
https://www.icsa.org.uk/knowledge/charity-resources
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Judges

The 20-strong judging panel from our Judging Day boasts a wealth of experience in 
charity governance and the voluntary sector. Those involved were:

 • Michele Acton, CEO, Fight for Sight

 • Tesse Akpeki, Lead Consultant, OnBoard Governance Development Programme, 
  Bates Wells Braithwaite

 • Dawn Austwick, CEO, Big Lottery Fund

 • Rob Berkeley, BBC Project Lead, Audience Accountability

 • Astrid Bonfield, CEO, The Queen Elizabeth Diamond Jubilee Trust

 • James Cochrane, former Chair, British Red Cross, board member of various 
  non-profits, public boards and PLC companies

 • Tony Cohen, Chair, Barnardos

 • Dan Corry, CEO, NPC

 • Susan Fey, NED and charity board member

 • Agnes Fletcher, Equality, diversity and inclusion consultant

 • David Gold, CEO, Prospectus

 • Stephen Greene, CEO and a co-founder, RockCorps

 • Vicki Hearn, Director, Nominet Trust

 • Sara Llewellin, CEO, Barrow Cadbury Trust

 • Alice Maynard, Non-executive director various third and public sector organisations

 • Vinay Nair, Co-founder and CEO, Lightful

 • Catherine Roche, CEO, Place2Be

 • Rachel Sandby-Thomas, Registrar, University of Warwick

 • Janet Thorne, CEO, Reach Volunteering

 • Steve Wyler, Independent consultant working in the social sector, and a Board 
  member of Community Links, Groundswell, and the Access Foundation
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Organised and supported by:
The Clothworkers’ Company is a Great XII City Livery Company. It was founded 
over 500 years ago as a trade association for the cloth-finishing industry. The 
Company’s role today is essentially philanthropic. It is a membership organisation 
and it encourages its members to take up trusteeship.

The Clothworkers’ Company has supported a number of initiatives related to  
governance, both for its members and the sector as a whole.

The income from the Company’s property and investments is used to run its  
affairs, and the net profit is passed to the affiliated charity, The Clothworkers’  
Foundation, for distribution to a wide range of causes.
www.clothworkers.co.uk

In partnership with:
NPC
NPC (New Philanthropy Capital) is a charity think tank and consultancy which  
occupies a unique position at the nexus between charities and funders, helping 
them achieve the greatest impact. It is driven by the values and mission of the 
charity sector, to which it brings the rigour, clarity and analysis needed to better 
achieve the outcomes we all seek. It also shares the motivations and passion of 
funders, to which it brings its expertise, experience and track record of success. 
www.thinknpc.org

Prospectus
Prospectus is a specialist recruitment consultancy and recruitment  
advertising and design agency, working exclusively with the beyond profit sector.  
They offer a range of recruitment services and appoint at every level, from  
temporary administrator to chief executive and board roles. 
www.prospect-us.co.uk

Reach
Reach has been connecting non-profits with skilled volunteers for over 35 years. 
Their goal is to radically increase both the scale and impact of volunteering 
throughout the UK. They cover trusteeship, mentoring, advice, operational roles, 
short-term projects – any type of volunteering that requires professional expertise. 
www.reachskills.org.uk

Event Partners 

http://www.clothworkers.co.uk
http://www.thinknpc.org
http://www.prospect-us.co.uk
http://www.reachskills.org.uk


Then share your achievements and win £5,000

The 2018 awards 
open early October.  

Is your charity’s governance 
outstanding?

Enter for free online at 
www.charitygovernanceawards.co.uk

Good luck!

http://www.charitygovernanceawards.co.uk

